
At the house on the corner, what two provinces are
mentioned on the Nightsafe?__________________
 At the zebra crossing, how many white stripes can you
count on the two poles (combined)? _________
What word can be found on the ice-cream cone
outside Centra?_________________________________
At Keegan's Butchers, look up at the archway. What
year was it established?__________________
Look across the road to Gabriel's Kitchen. What drink
sign is up over it?_______________________
What famous Playright's fishing tackle is for sale since
1987 at a shop_____________________________
On the road sign at the Bank of Ireland carpark, what is
the Irish name given for the Slieve Bloom Mountains?
________________________________
Look across the road at the Friends Laois Hospice.
What is their phone no?_______________                    n  
 Turn left into the Quaker Memorial Garden             
How many trees can you count in the main garden?     
________________________                                            Walk
Walk down along the river path to the left. 
 What is the name of the river? _______________________
Walking along the river path, can you identify 5
different species of bird/flower/tree?
_________________________________________________________     
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Start at the library, turn right towards the Square
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At the 2 big green trees across from the GAA pitch,
how many stepping stones go across the river?
______________
How many skinny red doors are there at the
entrance to St. Fintan's GAA pitch?___________
Carefully cross the road and walk down the path
to the right hand side of the river 
Cross over the river at the bridge.What colour is it
painted?_________________________                                  
 Go into the park
What type of insect  likes to play Table Tennis?  
 _____________________________
What colour are the X's and the O's on the board in
the park?        X's:_____________    O's:_____________
Whose poem is carved into The Great War Sculpture
at the Commemorative Peace Garden?
_________________________________________________
On the wall of the house on the corner where you
turn back up for the library, see the plaque on the
wall. Who does it commemorate?
__________________________________________
What Saint's name can you see over the Credit
Union?__________________________________________
Which popular book character is featured in the
Library window this summer?____________________ 
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